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Expanding Growing Extensive Extensions Tensions Stretching Connecting Collecting  

Expand - thematically and physically. In our Hilary Term 2021 issue, Expand is not only a word to 
wrap and connect our diverse submissions, but is also an ideal for how the editorial team should 
run, how the contributors should feel and how readers should experience. We wanted the mag-
azine to act as a creative and collaborative vessel to showcase the openness, willingness to work 
collectively and generous spirits of St John’s students. 

This year we have Expanded to welcome a new editorial team, and have many students contrib-
uting to the magazine for the first time. We also launched our Creative Partnerships program, 
which matched up St John’s creatives and asked them to collaborate on a piece together. We had 
five lovely pairings and I am pleased to showcase their work at the end of this issue. The 1555 team 
is working hard to plan events that get the whole college creating together. Our first exploration 
is a piece titled ‘There Is Something Expanding In My Chest’, which was written collectively using 
words and sentences gathered from anonymous contributors. We hope you enjoy this issue and 
are as excited as we are to see how the magazine will Expand over the coming year. 
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Where’s that boy going, feather in hand? 
Tuneful humming drifts over 
He’s making me dream of trysts unplanned 
Lying on soft clover 

My voice chirps briskly, his back is turned 
Between us, sunlight flits 
As he steps away my sweet tune spurned 
Behind him, sparkles mist 

Expands in my chest a feeling lost 
Scrunched paper thrown in haste 
Grass dampens my words, ink melting frost  
Robbed of honey-sweet taste 

Skin once-sunset goes pale in the wind
Unwillingly, she cares
Deep notes tensely waver warm and thin
He, over water, stares

Why senselessly linger? Speak the truth
A change of sense, eyes meet 
Whence the magic in a man aloof? 
At last, they sit, hands reach. 

                           

Anisha Jagdev-Harris Aura Schonfeld

Mistral



The Final Drop

Alice Hackney



Expanding my Horizons  

“I see a sheep! I see a sheep!”
she said when we were on our walk.
“I wonder what the sheep are thinking.
I wonder if those sheep can talk.”

“Can they talk?” she asked me then, 
And listened to the bleating sound.
“They talk among themselves,” I said. 
She stopped and looked, and then she frowned.

“No that’s not right” she said at last.
“I’m sure they speak much more than that.
When they baa it’s just a signal, 
When we’re gone I bet they chat.

“I see it in their eyes” she said,
“They’re deep and friendly creatures.”
And at that moment from the field
A sheep came up to meet us. 

“Look there! You see? They want to talk! 
I knew they’d find a way.
Please sit down on the ground with me.
We’ll see what it will say.”

On a level with the sheep,
We waited for the words.
It stared at us and we stared back. 
But all I heard was birds.

I thought she might be disappointed
But, to my surprise,
Her eyes were filled with joy and warmth
Her face both kind and wise. 

Joyfully she told me then
That sheep speak after all,
Not with words but with great meaning,
Not with sounds but through the soul. 

Why do I not think like her?
My mind is now so tightly furled.
It does not dream past these four walls
While hers expands beyond the world.

A Child’s Imagination

Rachel Pindar Jennifer Moulds



The walls of my bedroom 
Have expanded into my world.
I’ve tried out each corner:
Reading on cushions next to the radiator;
Watching lectures across my bed;
Moving furniture for a change of scene.

Nine weeks have expanded
Into a distant lifetime.
Tommy White and different faces
Float unfinished in memory.

I’m ready for the real to expand.
I’m quick to open anything titled update.

I put down a treat
Two metres from my dog.
She gazes up
Twitching with hope
Waiting for the words
Take it!

Expand

Hazal Bulut Natalie Holton



Farewell,
To the days that were the same
To the moments that lost meaning
To the times that never ceased.
 
Farewell,
To seconds that passed us by
To passing by the journey
To being left behind in defeat.
 
By all that rose to battle with us
Against those we didn’t fight
We live, we stand, we laugh, we learn
The flame in us burns bright.
 
Embrace,
Of all the fear and qualms 
Of stumbling through patterned hills
Of the dark caves in blanketed hours.
 
Embrace,
Your glow to guide your way
Your illuminating spirit
Your strongest ever inner power.

Best 

 Grave of Saint-Beuve, Montparnasse Cemetery, Paris 

Cecily Day Emma Platt



My little plants and I,

together we let out a sigh,

because both we know

that apart we’ll grow

if I continue to let them die.

 Why o why, they cry!

 As another day passes,

 another week passes,

 so long that I leave them to dry!

Sometimes my green finger she shines,

with love for her little divines,

or envy perhaps,

as more days elapse,

and another leaf weeps in collapse.

 Yes -

 There are times when together we thrive,

 but only on days where I strive

 to look after myself

 and look after them too.

 On those days we feel so alive!

     

An ode to my family of houseplants, 
which will not be expanding any time soon

Niamh McBratney Rhianna Watt



Niamh McBratney



Crotchet

So my dad has decided to complain at my mum for the way she always starts sentences with ‘So…’ 
I think it’s because my dad insists on finding something trivial to get annoyed about and because 
it’s always the very first word she says. I think ‘so’ can deliberately take up time in an attempt to iron 
out the scrambled awkwardness. Or it could suggest a hesitation that is understandable after thirty 
years of marriage. But in my mum’s case, ‘so’ is an innocent indication of the mind carrying on, 
resuming, never stopping, hurtling, tumbling. 
‘So’ might be a word used by adults at cocktail parties. Or at the work ‘do’. Or, in my case, standing 
in the street and talking to the neighbours with their husbands and their kids. ‘So’ tries to be casual, 
so that the question it precedes seems less unfair.
Their question is always: ‘So, have you got a boyfriend?’
And once that is finally silenced, I expect it only to turn into: ‘So, how did you two meet?’

The answer would be that we’ll meet at the party next weekend. That’s what they say happens to 
people, what we learn to expect, but can’t ever make happen between the sheets                               
of small talk and vomit and dread. But when you’re alone in bed the thought is a hopeful one. The 
thought goes 
Up the garden path, peripheral. I untie the mud of my shoes before I come in. It takes me a while to 
find my feet, below the glass.
After a few courses of the house, bubbling magma pulls me into the dancing crowd, trajectory. The 
pulse of a pounding beat. An iron core. 
You spin, and I watch, in orbit. I take the end of your scarf and you unravel. I watch its stars from the 
earth, flecks of gold; the fabric of the universe.
The scarves become the size of blankets, mesh of warm oranges and reds that we press our mouths 
against and wrap up in their netted heat. We look up and the wind blows them into arcs, high 
above our heads while we reach up to stroke them with dancers’ hands, with flailing arms, and 
billowing curls of hair. The air is thick with the smell of bells and incense. My lips open to reveal the 
hollow of my throat
or maybe to scream. Certainly to cringe.

Until, next weekend, my muddy shoes dodge pasta chunks as I hose the vomit off the steps, down 
the garden path, and take down the pegged sheets from the washing line, beneath stars I cannot 
see behind their mourning dress of sky. I wake up after a couple of threadbare hours of sleep to 
catch the train home, and I see the neighbours as I cross the empty street. Sometimes I feel like 
shouting at them, ‘I’m asexual!’ or ‘I’m gay!’ just to see what that would feel like in my mouth. 
But I think the awkwardness that would ensue would land me another ‘So…’

My dad finally said why he objects to the ‘So…’
It’s because he claims that what follows it is always a chore for him to do.

So, how’s your love life?

Rachel Prince Rachel Prince



Khadijah Ali



Cy Martin



Triple Scowl 

Lovers separated, my eyes couldn’t miss it

Greek Leander transgressed a distance illicit 

To see his fair mistress compelled by lantern’s light

Crazed, Europe’s bridge he braved, sombre night after night 

The Hellespont took him; better to stay apart

A sea vaster still stands to torment Hannah’s heart 

Your Leander faces international laws 

By plague restricted cruelly from Provençal shores 

No one here admires your graceful frisbee throw

Entrancements are wasted, perfect form in vain shown 

Spartan girls tossed out their discuses in the nude 

For more flexibility, nothing about it lewd 

If I’d been a poet then, I would have observed 

Dust covered shoulders tanned and straining as backs curved

In the shade of dark pines handsome bards waste away 

Out in the honest breezes the pretty jocks play 

Unburdened and museless, your sorrow I share not 

From afar I lament your harsh pitiful lot 

If you believed in fate perhaps you would ask why 

But answers from above? you’ll happily deny 

     

Border RestrictionsBorder Restrictions

Eva Vang-Mathisen Anisha Jagdev-Harris



This term’s theme was Expand, so to get things expanding, the 1555 Team introduced 
Creative Partnerships. We paired up different kinds of artists working in a variety of 
forms and together they produced some brilliantly creative collaborative pieces! If this 
seems like something you’d like to do, or you want to contribute again, we will send out 
a sign-up form for our next edition. Thanks to everyone who signed up!

Artist and Muse

Lily Middleton-Mansell & Alfie Dry

Creative Partnerships



Ghosts in the Canterbury Quad Roof Lining

I go to the window. It’s evening, November.
The quad below is empty; strangely quiet, for a Sat-
urday. 

Looking up is like visiting the largest art gallery 
in the world. The yellow stone frames a starry, ev-
er-expanding sky.
I am only the most recent visitor to this gallery.
I haven’t unpacked my bag. I leave it on the floor 
but hang a black dress in the wardrobe. A charity 
shop find. I’ve never worn it, but someone has.

*

The floor beneath me is uneven. The office chair 
rolls away from the desk if you don’t hold yourself 
in place. The word ‘Expand’ is written across my es-
say in the professor’s green scrawl. In a new tab, 
I open a book on the Archaeological Evidence of 
Life in Medieval Ireland. 
About to begin reading, I am distracted by the 
sound of a piano from the room next to mine. This 
is evidence of life too. 
I would like to learn more. I would like to knock on 
the door but there is a yellow sign that reads ‘DAN-
GER: DO NOT ENTER.’

*

The room smells faintly of meal deal sandwiches 
and decaying flowers. I open the windows wide. 
For the first time, I notice the layers upon layers of 
names etched into the roof lining.

Names and dates form a spider web of scratches in 
the metal. 

In my tutorial, the professor told me ‘There are 
stones inscribed with the earliest Irish alphabet.’

‘What do they say?’ 

‘Only personal names. Several hundred discovered 
but no sentences, only names.’
I reach out and touch the largest, darkest name.

C. J. Veasey Feb 10 1869

‘Are you a real person?’

An O. Twist and several A. Hitlers suggest other-
wise. 

I search the internet for C. J. Veasey and my first dis-
covery is www.FindAGrave.com.

One hundred and fifty years ago, a seven-
teen-year-old C. J. Veasey stood where I am now 
standing and scratched his name in the Canter-
bury Quad roof lining.

A young Mr Veasey climbs in through the window 
and stands beside me.

*

I sit down at the desk to write another essay, but 
my hands are frozen in place. My eyes trace words 
down the page, but I want to scream. Grief fills the 
room, the pressure of it cracks the windows and 
shudders the furniture like an earthquake. 

The names are calling me. I throw open the win-
dows and feel the pressure ease instantly.
If you touch them, some names feel freshly indent-
ed. Others have been weathered, polished by rain 
and wind and time.
This time I select a more recent resident. 

G. Sharp 1981-2

It’s satisfying to get a first name. Graham. Billion-
aire. Founder of a company responsible for toxic 
waste spillage, harming 30,000.

A round-faced undergraduate joins me in the 
room.

*

At night, the room gets hotter and hotter. I feel the 
temperature rising. Fires break out in each corner 
of the room. The heat wakes me and I run to the 
window.

With the next name I search, I find a picture on 
LinkedIn. Anna 2015-16. Medical Sciences PhD. 

Despite being a more recent occupant of the room, 
she is older than the others. Anna joins the ghosts 
at the window. 

*



The next night the room fills with water in my sleep. 
It pools under the bed and sloshes in waves over 
the carpet. It expands until it hits the walls, then 
rises, lifting me off the bed. By the time I wake, my 
feet don’t reach the floor and I have to swim to the 
window. I push it open. The water spills out and I 
can breathe again.

Distracting myself from the dreams, I choose an-
other name. Back in time again.

H. A. Wansbrough, 1874

This one is elusive.
In my search, I find a whole family of Henry Wans-
broughs. 
Every other father, cousin or brother is a Henry 
Wansbrough, stretching down and across centuries 
like a crossword.

Which one was H. A. Wansbrough of St John’s Col-
lege, Oxford?

I find him hiding in the history of a house his son 
once owned: Hinton House, later Kings Worthy Pri-
mary School.

Revd. Henry Arthur Wansbrough. Married Ida 
Tufnell and had four children. 
His grandson is another Henry Wansbrough, a Ben-
edictine Monk and Master of St Benet’s Hall until 
2004.

Henry smiles at me and climbs in through the win-
dow.

*

On my last day in Canterbury Quad, I hear the piano 
again.

I close the tab containing the book: the medieval 
past is too distant to hold my attention. Then I close 
the tab containing the news, not wanting to see 
the daily death count.
I close my laptop.

I dress for the funeral, putting on the black dress 
and a mask.

After two weeks here, it is time to leave the Canter-
bury Quad room. I say goodbye to my ghosts and 
tell them I am E. Oakes 2020.

Elara Oakes & Carys Owen Emma Platt & Liz Tiskina



Watch me, 
Watch my ribboned soul 
As it curls into burning incense
The smoke, malleable as folklore 
A disappearing act that is shrouded
in some ghost of eternity.

I am rising, I am lifting 
Like springtime after the ice 
A floral kiss 
An embrace that knows what it is
To shred the snake’s skin.

A stark scattering of broken glass
Beaded like sweat upon my brow,
pulse-alive-thing 
thrumming with spittle 
and the breathy aftertaste of the word, fuck 
fragrant entrails of smoke 
ever clambering up the walls
and folding into the ceiling.

why do I waver in the ? 
In a gale of such force 
That it gives breath, rather than taking it away?

Don’t believe me when I tell you 
that to contract and to expand
Like a saturated ghost, gives me pleasure.
I rise and I fall in the same instance 
But as always, the glow lessens 
Until only a flickering 
Temporal vein 
Beats like a drum, behind my eyelid. 

Incense 

Simone Dawes & Khadijah Ali



With the rhythm of breath
love grows and
the joy of futures to come
swells my heart.
Control the in.
Our little spark
lights up a city
lights up - 
oranges sprouting
letters sprouting
a word – growingly? Growingly.
Growing into myself.
Control the out.
There is something expanding
in my chest. It’s death, 
it’s love
for my
seggsy gf. It’s -
Pain. Darkness. God. Bukowski.
Control the in. Control the out.
Repeat. Repeat. Repeat.

There is Something Expanding in my Chest
Written collectively using submissions from St John’s students

A Print in Two Halves
Zoe Reed Alice Hackney & Rhianna Watt






